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RIPOFF - FROM PAGE I-----

than a picture of a dog with a woebegone
expression looking through the bars of a
cage, accompanied by a sent�ental tale of
neglect and abuse of man's best friend.
Or.a photograph of a bunny rabbit in a
trap (this particular picture, which has
been circulating among humane society pub
lications for so many years that its ori
gin has become lost in antiquity, recently
appeared in the advertisement of a humane
society and apparently generated many con
tributions).
Some humane societies have skillfully
employed the devices of the advertis ing
and PR people, raising amounts of money
previously unheard of among the hundreds
of societies struggling to meet their lim
ited budgets.

ENDOWMENT FUNDS

Until this development, the wealthy hu
mane societies generally were those which
had built up large endowments from the
continuing bequests of a relatively small
number of affluent members. Such be
quests, and the endowment funds they en
gendered, still are the mainstay of a num
ber of well-known societies.
The existence of these large endowment
funds tended to make the societies havin�
them "fat and lazy." · The officers and
staffs, their salaries more or less ass ur
ed, were not challenged to accomplishment
by the needs of the budget. As the size,
prestige and financial affluence of the
society grew, one of its chief objectives
became the preservation of the status quo.
Above all, don't. rock the boat. It was
recognition of this condition that led the
Humane Society of the United States
(HSUS), upon its formation, to adopt the
policy of spending most of its receipts
from bequests and contributions as receiv
ed. However, the latter policy entails
the risk of uneven receipts and expendi
tures, thus endangering the continuity of
the organization's work. A happy medium
is to be preferred, although it is diffi
cult to maintain. This now is recognized,
we believe, by the HSUS.
Some charitable organizations, includ
ing some humane societies, with aggress ive
fund-raising campaigns, have been criti
cized for pleading the need for more con
tributions when they already have la;ge
endowments. This is shortsighted. The
real question is how the money is spent,
not how much the organization has on hand.
Modern direct-mail and advertising cam
paigns have changed considerably the rela
tive financial standing of�different soci
eties. Efficiently conducted, these new
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methods can become a source of funds over
shadowing all others. A new society may
be able to build its membership and assets
quickly to figures surpassing those of
long-established organizations. And the
new members are added to the mailing list
to regularly receive the society's propa
ganda, hopefully-to renew their member
ships and contributions indefinitely.

THE SAME OLD STORY

Actually, there i_s little ·difference in
principle between the activities of these
new-breed humane societies and the old
line societies that have done their fund
raising by more traditional methods. Both
seek funds by dealing superficially with
relatively unimportant aspects of humane
work rather than conducting carefully
planned and integrated programs to achieve
major goals. The. new breed of society
merely directs the same sort of half
truths and platitudes to the general pub
lic, rather than primarily to the people
on its own mailing list by means of soci
ety publications.
The fact is that the humane movement as
a whole--with a few notable exceptions
has been almost completely lacking in ef
fective programs to deal with the major
sources of animal suffering. They have
found from long experience that more con
tributions will be received by appealing
to their members' emotions rather than by
tackling the "hard nut" problems involving
the most suffering, difficult planning and
execution, and uninformed opposition.
Thus, the_ local society shelters' news
bulletins continue to run dramatic sto
ries, with photographs, about rescuing a
cat from a high tree, but almost never
about the need for a big differential in
license fees for sterilized and unsteril
ized_ pet animals. They give minute de
tails about a rummage sale ("Those people
must be very sincere to go to all that
trouble to raise a few hundred dollars,"
think the potential contributors), but
carefully avoid discussing the need for
cat licensing, becau�e that would offend
many cat lovers and lose contributors.
Over the years, ,�hese societies have.
learned what produces results--meaning new
members and more contributions, not reduc
tion of the pet animal surplus which con
tinues to necessitate the destruction of
many millions of animals yearly.
The national societies also learned
that in order to take in the contributions
necessary for their survival and growth it
seenied only necessary to denounce cruelty
and claim credit for a few immediate ac
complishments, no matter how minor. A
spectacular raid on a cockfight, colorful
ly described in the society's literature,
would accomplish little or nothing toward
stopping cockfights, but would elicit as
gre�t money returns as the most carefully
prepared and executed plan for dealing
with a major source of animal suffering.
The latter offers only hope and much hard
work. The raid arouses the indignation of
readers who respond emotionally by sending
in a contribution.
The money-raising potential of such
spectacular but ineffective "investigative
work" has been greatly enhanced by the
discovery by news media, especially TV,
the national news services and national
publications like the EnqcuJLe/1., that sen
sational stories about animals have great
appeal for their readers or viewers. Some
humane societies found that the media can
be used to gain national publicity for·
what formerly would be only a minor local
event. The value of personal contacts be
tween some society officers and the media
also is greatly enhanced: A society no
longer needs even the semblance of a real,
constructive program for dealing with dif�
ficult and important humane problems. All
it needs is someone with a gooc;l "in" with
the media, which will present a sounding
board for the \society's publicity. All of
this tends to foster, not effective humane
work but emphasis on the trivial, the
ephemeral and the sensational.
And so, the ·national as well as local
societies have, generally speaking, con
tinued to fiddle while Rome burned. Per
haps they cannot be blamed for this. A
society cannot operate without money. If
humanirarian� ann animal lnvPr� will r��

relatively unimportant humane activities,
why try to really accomplish something by
devoting most of your resources to those
activities which do have a great poten
tial, but which require time and special
ized abilities, and meet with much opposi
tion from the uninformed?

WE DON'T POINT THE FINGER

Humane Information Services.does not
castigate as villains any of these soci
eties, not even the one which recently has
come in for so much unfavorable publicity,
for following the lines of least resis
tance. They were just doing what comes
naturally.
Humane Information Services (HIS) has
consistently directed its efforts at the
most important humane problems, and told
the truth about the conditions that n�ed
rectifying and how these conditions may be
changed. We never have resorted to any
kind of special fund-raising efforts,,re
lying only upon contributions from our own
members who recognize the sincerity and
quality of· our work and wish to support
good humane programs,. As a result, HIS is
very low on the humane totem pole of fi
nancial affluence, although high in the
standings based on performance and integ
rity.
Despite this record, which we believe
entitles us to claim that we get more re
sults per dollar spent than any other na
tional society, we recognize that others
are not in a position to follow our exam
ple. This is because our work is done
largely by volunteers, and we run an ex
ceedingly tight financial ship. If we had
to pay competitive salaries and incurred
large overhead expenses like most other
societies, we would have been out of.busi
ness long ago. Aggressive fund raising is
essential for most societies to succeed.
Humane societies are not in a position to
devote all, or even a large part, of the ·
funds received to genuine, effective hu
mane work. Contributions come first be�
cause the continuanc.e, prestige and growth
of the societies depend on them.

THE REAL R !POFF

At the same time, we should all be
willing to recognize that it is the ef
forts of humane societies to obtain con
tributions by appealing to the emotions
and simplistic ideas of their members and
t_he general public which have .served to
focus so much attention on the trivial,
and more than any other thing have blocked
real accomplishment by the humane move
ment.
The real ripoff of the humane movement
has not been primarily � the societies,
but � the animal lovers who· support them
financially, Until these supporters are
willing to study the problems they seek to
deal with, and support sound and effective
programs rather than the highly publicized
temporary and trivial activities, accom
plishment will remain minimal.
It is not easy to get humanitarians to
understand this highly important basic
fact, as evidenced by the relative lack of
financial support for HIS, which has been
trying to acc_omplish this goal for eight
years,- receiving more plaudits than money
with which to carry on this task!
For these. reasons, primarily, humani
tarians have been swimming against th�
current of animal mistreatment, and the
current has been stronger than the sw��
mer. We have not made forward progre�s
over the years, but have lost ground. In
the following sections will be summarized
the facts that lead. inevitably to this
conclusion.

CRITERIA FOR DEALING WITH
HUMANE PROBLEMS

Obviously, the humane movement cannot
expect to eliminate all sources of animal
suffering in one year, or even in a de
cade, or a century. With finite capabili
ties, it must decide on what to do now and
in the foreseeable future. -This requires
planning, a feature notably absent in the
work of humane societies, which jump
around from one thing to another according
to the fad of the moment.
Planning requires setting some priori�
ties. In our Repoll.t we have repeatedly

ro�orroN Tn �ha v��;n"�,
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H.I.S. Operating· Statement for 1975

Income
Regular Dues and Contributions
Non-Recurring Contributions
(Special Gifts, Bequests)
Interest
Total Income

$11, S\10.11
27, 744.28
1, 967.51
$41,621.90

Expenses
$ 7,132.18
Wages and Salaries
731.87
Travel Expense
535.00
Automobile Expense
730.64
Building Expense
442.42
Office Supplies
1, 988.49
Postage
1, 689.55
Printed Publications
Loss on Foreign Exchange
1.27
and Securities
1,492.88
Depreciation of Buildings
1, 028.68
Depreciation of Equipment
157.04
Equipment Maintenance
386.86
Insurance
746.30
Utilities
Taxes
551.62
(Social Security, Real Estate)
122.60
Miscellaneous Expenses
$17, 737.40
Total Expenses
23, 884.50
Increase in Net Worth
$41, 621.90
Humane Information Services is one of
the few national humane societies to pub�
lic·ly disclose its financial statement
each year. It doesn't take a CPA to see
that HIS, at least, is no ripoff! It con
ducts a comprehensive national humane pro
gram at less cost than most local soci
eties incur for operation of a single
shelter.
Our operations are wholesale, not re
taiY:- We operate no shelter, and do not
engage in the various kinds of activity
which are the province of local societies.
Our resources would soon be dissipated if
we attempted to conduct local surveillance
of and raids on dog dealers, cockfights,
zoos, dog kennels, riding horse stables
and individual cruelty cases. And no sig
nificant impress on such activities na
tionally would be achieved� Some humane
---pro:bl.ems .are ,1:Jocal. 1 -·seme,,nat:ional. We
deal directly with the former only when
the local situation is a part of some na
tional condition which we. are attempting
to change. We advise local societies and
individual humanitarians on request and
within our limited resources. The re
quests received for such help already are
beyond our financial ability to meet them.
Because of some unusual business trans-

RIPOFF- FROM PAGE 2-----

assigning priorities to different humane
problems: (1) the. :tot.al. n.u.mbell. 06 anJ.mai..6
�nvolved; (2) :the. aveJr.age amaun;t, 06 .6u66�ng pCVt aruma.l; (3) the. pll.opottlon Ofi
:tlu1, .6ufifivung whleh may be e.Umlnate.d b!:f
ne.M,[b,fe, humane. pll.ogJtam.6.

EXAMPLE:

HUNTING

An example may be used to illustrate
these three criteria. Hunting is one of
the chief targets of many animal lovers
and a number of humane societies, who wage
a vigorous war on hunters but do little or
nothing to promote other important humane
programs. Humane Information Services has
been criticized by some of its members for
not jumping into this battle with all four
fee€'. But look at the facts. Based on
the first two of the foregoing criteria,
hunting is not .of top priority as a source
of animal suffering. But even if it were,
the third criterion would place hunting
toward the bottom of the priority list.
To do anything important about it would
require legislation. And there is almost
nothing among proposals for humane legis
lation that would engender as much opposi
tion as an effective ban on.hunting. A
con�iderable proportion of the legislators
themselves are hunters. And the vested
interests supporting hunting are well sup
plied with both money and votes to combat
any anti-hunting legislation. If, after·
years of aggressive education and propa
ganda, backed by excellent statistics and
reasoning, we have been unable to even
stop the manufacture, sale and ownership
of handguns, how can we expect to ban ri
fles, shotguns and hunting? Those who
utilize the resources of the humane move-

actions during 1975, the operating state
ment requires some explanation in order to
be understood.
(1) The "non-recurring" contributions
listed under "Income" include a donation
of $20,000.00 made by the former owner of
our new office building when it was pur
chased during the year, plus a substantial
donation by Doc which was necessary in or
der for us to complete the transaction.
We now have an office which will care for
our needs indefinitely, at a much lower
acquisition cost than would have been re
quired to purchase the land and build. We
no longer have to stand on our heads in a
cramped space when getting out Re.potr.:t. :to
Hwnani;tcvu..a.n1:,, all of the work on which we
do ourselves, rather than farming it out
to computerized mailing firms. And there
is room for increases in staff now defi
nitely in view.
(2) The amount of interest shown under
"Income" is from assets that had been set
aside for purchase of a new office, and as
a contingency fund to insure continuity of
operations. Our society does not operate
from hand to mouth, from day to day, but
under a conservative financial program
which makes it possible to plan for the
future in an orderly manner. Any staff
addition or other major expenditure must
be funded for not only the next pay peri
od, but indefinitely into the future. All
of this financial planning makes it possi
ble to avoid jumping around from one thing
to another as monthly contributions rise
or fall. Continuity of operations not on
ly makes our work more efficient, but also
assures those who contemplate bequests to
Humane Information Services that when the
money is received we will be in a position
to use it to good advantage for the ani
mals.
(3) The ridiculously low amount for
salaries and wages should not be taken as
a measure of the society's output of work,
because of our use of volunteers. On a
competitive salary basis, under which most
national humane societi-es must operate,
· the salaries and wages 'it-em would he :many
times the figure shown. Lest any poten
tial legator be alarmed that if Doc should
become incapacitated the whole operation
would be endangered by a sudden large in
crease in salaries beyond the capacity of
our budget, please be assured that Doc has
made ample provisions for funding a capa
ble replacement, out of his own financial
time are either completely out of touch
with the public p�lse, or more interested
in venting their anger against the cruel
hunters than in actually helping to reduce
animal suffering. But what humane society
other than HIS would endanger its contri
butions by making such a statement?

THE MOST IMPORTANT SOURCES
OF ANIMAL SUFFERING

The categories of animal welfare prob
lems that would be assigned the highest
priorities on the basis of the foregoing
three criteria are:
(1) food a.n,un�, which encompass by
far the greatest total amount of suffering
because of the vast numbers of animals in
volved and the many different kinds of
abuse which they receive (see Repotr.:t. to
Hwna�n1:, Na. 5).
(2) LaboJUt:t.all.y an,unai..6, also because of
the vast numbers used for biomedical pur
poses and the many different kinds of suf
fering, frequently intense, to which they
are subjected (see many past issues of Re
poJtt to Hwnan,i.;taJu,a.WJ > •
(3) Pe,t aJUJrJa1.6, including dogs, cats
and horses, many millions of which are
subjected annually to all kinds of abuses,
treated in numerous issues of this Re.poJtt.
(4) FWtbe.atu.ng an-i.mai..6, which because
of the universal use of the cruel leghold_
trap experience on the average probably
more suffering per animal than any other
category (see Repotr.:t to HwnanltaJc.,la.n.6 No-0.
4 and 7 7).
(5) VeJtm.i.n., including rats and mice,
which do not elicit much if any sympathy
even from humanitarians, but whose suffer�
ing in toto probably exceeds that of any
other category of animals {see Re.potr.:t �o
Hwna� No. 3)_

resources. The continuity of HIS opera
tions is assured!
(4) The item for real estate taxes re
flects taxes paid on the new office build
ing. We have made application fo� real
estate tax exemption on this property for
1976, the same as we have had on our for
mer office.
(5) The amount for "Utilities" includes
telephone, water, sewer, trash collection,
electricity and heating oil (yes, even in
Florida the latter is sometimes neces
sary!). We do not have a listed business
phone because of the much greater expense.
You can reach us in the daytime at Emily's
number, 813/821-6396, and in the evening
at Doc's number, 813/867-5242.
(6) The item for "Depreciation of
Buildings" reflects good accounting prac
tice, although we hope to avoid this.by
keeping the property in good shape (ordi
nary repairs and minor improvements are
contained in the item "Building Expense").
Our old office building, which cost us
$10, 000.00, representing a donation by
Doc, has just been sold for $20,000.00,
reflecting a good original buy and inflation.
(7) The "Increase in Net Worth" of
$23, 884.50 really represents the contribu
tions of Doc and the former owner of our
new office building toward its purchase.
It does not mean that we made that much
above expenses during the year, and are
hoarding it rather than spending it for
our humane work. These donations will not
recur in 1976. Actually, the regular re
curring expenses of the society amounted
to nearly $18,000.00, as shown by the "To
tal Expenses" fi<lllre on next-to-the-last
line of the operating statement. This was
abou.t $6, 000.00 over the regular income
from dues and contributions, as shown un
der income. Of course, we could not con
tinue to operate indefinitely with such an
operating deficit, but our financial plan
ning is based on a realistic appraisal of
other probable sources of future income
and cash flow in the next several years.
So please do not think we are on the way
to·bankruptcy because_ of_ this _operating
deficit:. We ask for more'confributions
from our members not just to avoid future
deficits, but to make it possible to em
ploy very much-needed additional staff to
better serve those who request help from
us and to extend our vital programs to
more areas. Every dollar received helps
us to better serve the animals, and that
is no mere rhetorical statement.
These.are by far the greatest sources
of cruelty to and suffering by animals in
this country. Others may well decide to
give greater priority to other categories
such as dolphin, seals and whales, because
they feel a greater emotional kinship to
these animals. HIS does, too, and we do
not condemn such anthropomorphic bases for
establishing priorities, if they are
frankly recognized as based on sentiment
rather than animal suffering. Here we are
discussing how to maximize the reduction
of ;nimal suffering.

.A HUNDRED YEARS
OF NON-ACCOMPLISHMENT

The humane movement is over a hundred
years old. There is � total of perhaps
one thousand humane societies in this
country. Many hundreds of millions of
dollars have been spent in humane work.
One might reasonably expect that we would
be able to report substantial progress in
dealing with these five most important
categories' of cruelty to animals. Alas,
we cannot. As a matter of fact,.we have
lost ground in attempting to stem th� tide.
of cruelty to these animals.
, This failure reflects primarily five
conditions: (1) the growth of population
and afflue�ce which has led to increased
production and consumption of food and fur
animals, expanded resources available for
·biomedical research, increased numbers of
pet animals, and more supportive habitats
for vermin; (2) the spectacular develop
ment of technology, such as factory·farm
ing methods and drug manufacturing; (3) .
the reluctance of humane societies to con
duct effective programs for dealing with
these humane problems, which is traceable
,,..._ - ..,...,T"li.'""-""
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to. the much higher priority given to ac
tivities which help more in fund raising ;
(4) the phenomenal ineptitude of the pro
grams that have been initiated to . deal
with these problems , which may be traced
in great part to the almost complete fail
ure to engage in long-term planning and to
employ technically-equipped personnel
needed, a subject which will be explored
in depth in a future Repalit. ta Human;i,,t,a,/u
an1., ; (5) the almost complete failure of
the humane movement to stop fighting for
contributions long enough to present a
reasonably united front in dealing with
those aspects of these problems that re
quire legislation , and to coordinate their
non-legislative efforts.
We frequently hear castigations of "big
business" for its sins of omission and
commission, but at least it has learned
how to adapt to changing conditions and
produce material results. But if one
reads the publications of �umane soci
eties , they sound remarkably like those of
ten , twenty, thirty or more years ago.
They still are filled with the same old
stuff about "man's best friend , " how we
need to educate pet owners to be more re
sponsible, how the society took to court
some animal abuser who was fined fifteen
dollars , the need to enlarge the society's
shelter , poems to dear departed . _animal
friends , and a host of other trivia ad in
Mru.tum, ad naUL> e.am. The publications of
the national societies ; with few excep
tions, are filled with materials of no
higher intellectual level.

FOOD ANIMALS

Except for the articles in Repalit. ta
Htima.ru.taJua.n1.> , the Hu.mane Leg-l6latio n Vi
g ut of our sister society, the National
Association for Humane Legislation , and
progress reports by the Council for Live
stock Protection about the embryonic de
velopment of the conveyor system for pro
posed use in ritual slaughter, where and
when do you see anything about food ani
mals?
, J;l.ec en�ly 'fl'hen a humane society confer
ence wished to have ' on the program a dis
cussio.n of factory farming, it felt con
strained to pay the expenses of the well
known British humanitarian Ruth Harrison
to travel all the way to this country , al
though she could hardly be expected to
have kept in touch with food animal devel
opments in the United States , or to be
able to offer any constructive programs in
this category adapted to conditions here.
But Ruth Harrison is world famous for her
book Avwnal Ma.c.hinu , and .her name on the
program could be expected to jazz up at
tendance at the conference and satisfy the
conferees who know even less about farming
in the United States . But why go all the
way to England for someone to speak on
this subj ect? Because the societies have
almost nobody on their staffs capable of
dealing with it.
The plain fact of the · matter is that
national societies in this country , with
the exception of Humane Information Ser
vices and the work on ritual slaughter of
the Council for Livestock Protection , have
no programs whatever leading to real ac
complishment in the food animal field. We
have heard some low-key remarks from time
to time about the need for such programs ,
but those offered by Humane Information
Services , although based on years of prac
tical and technical exped.. ence in this
field , go almost unnoticed by the other
societies, who seem to want to develop
their own programs " sometime in the fu
ture , " so they can claim exclusive credit
for any accomplishments.
When these thoughts are offered to na
tional society leaders for whatever atten
tion might be given them , they are rnet
with the rejoinder : "But you overlook the
Federal Humane Slaughter Act .and similar
laws in about half the states whi:ch we ; . ·
· have obtained." Nearly everyone in the
humane movement seems to have been resting
on his laurels .following passage of these
Acts · years ago. They had better read the
latest Hu.mane Leg-l6la.tlan Vigut of the
National �ssociation for Humane Legis la
tio:r;i. .
· As soon as time and space · permit , Hu
mane Information Services will present a
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program to deal with the humane problems
associated with food animals. But we
don't really expect most other national
societies to devote more than lip service
to this problem. The humanitarians and
general public are not sufficiently inter
ested to respond with generous contribu
tions to help ameliorate the vast suffer
ing of food animals. so , we will continue
to make little progress in this field , un
less HIS and NAHL can do a more successful
j ob of enlisting the interest and support
of humanitarians than in the past . As it
is, there just is not sufficient financial
support for such activity to warrant any
real effort by contribution-hungry humane
societies .

LABORATORY ANIMALS

Humane and antivivisection organiza
tions in the United States , Great Britain
and some other countries have been telling
humanitarians about the cruelties perpe
trated on laboratory animals since long
before the writer was born.
Fortunately for these societies, there
is an inexhaustible supply of horrible .ex
amples contained in the technical articles
published by the professional biomedical
j ournals. The humane or antivivisection
organization does not have to employ any
one with professional qualifications to
unearth this material ; any high school
graduate who can read need merely go to
the nearest medical or university library
and scan the pages of the journals for il
lustrations and descriptions of what ani
mals were used and what was done to them.
The resulting excerpts , lifted from con
text , are accepted without question by
readers who marvel at the scientific eru
dition of the society's "experts."
Publication of these excerpts , bolster
ed by continuous editorial castigation of
those who run the laboratories and recita
tion of' the moral aspects of one species
of animal using another for its own bene
fit, has converted a sufficient number of
animal lovers and believers in non-medical
treatment of illness to make the antivivi
section forces bigger than the remainder
of the humane move�ent. The head of the
largest AV soc:iety ' Says : "I venture the
assertion that (otir society} has more
paid-up , active members than all the major
humane societies put together."
But there are many humanitarians and
animal lovers who do not go a�l the way
with the antivivisectionists. They view
the latter as fanatics who insist on the
complete elimination of one form of animal
exploitation while inconsistently acceding
to the killing of animals for meat , dogs
for which no homes can be found , and rats
which are a public nuisance. Pigs , dogs
and rats killed in a laboratory are one
thing ; those killed with as much suffering
for other reasons are another. Thus , any
attempt to effect "pound seizure" for the
purpose of making dogs and cats available
to laboratories is met with instant and
loud protest , but the same protesters fre
quently indicate no particular interest in
the way those same animals are to be de
stroyed in the shelters and pounds .
These highly volatile , emoti?nal reac
tions to the use, of animals in laborato
ries have been a perpetual source of trou
ble and inconsistencies for the tradition
al humane societies. Realizing the great
P.Otential for memberships and contribu
tions of the anti-medical people , most hu
mane societies have tried to take a mid
dle-of-the-road position. Except for some
of the big-c.ity local societies op·erating
animal shelters for city or county pay
ments , most humane societies have come out
foursquare against pound seizure. · And
they are given periodically to run edito�
rials against the unnecessary suffering
visited upon laboratory animals , and to
wonder why the scientific community does
not "do something" about it. But most SO"".
cieties--local , regional and national-
carefully avoid taking any rational posi
tion· on the laboratory animal problem ,
much less taking aggressive action to deal
with it.
Thus , with the AV societies demanding
"all or nothing , " and perfectly content to
await the millennium . so long as the con
tributions keep rolling iri, and the non
antivivisection humane societies carefully
avoiding too close contact with the sub-

tors, practically nothing. has been done to
deal with the problem.
In recent years a section of the anti
vivisection movement has tried to give the
appearance of rationality by tieing the
demand for elimination of the use of ani
mals in laboratories to the newer tech
niques which might be used to replace them
with other laboratory "models." This is
something that HIS has been advocating for
many years, but realistically considers to
be only a part of the solution. Over
emphasis of this phase of the problem
merely plays into the hands of the labora
tory s cientists , who can easily persuade
the public and Congress that "replacement"
is only an adjunct to the use of animals.
Passage of the Animal Welfare Act of
1966 and its several amendments , which in
volved the cooperation of a number of na
tional humane societies including the So
ciety for Animal Protective Legislation ,
the Humane Society of the United States
and the National Association for Humane
Legislation (sister society of HIS) , but
active opposition from a number of other
humane societies , was a real aCCC?ID!)lish
ment in improvement of the deplorable con
ditions surrounding the procurement , hous
ing and care of laboratory animals. But
it is not claimed by any knowledgeable
person that this Act , good as it is , real
lf gets at the problem of painful experi
ments and tests. to which these animals are
subj ected.
So, for one reason or another, the lab
oratory animal problem remains as big as
it ever was. The progress made to date
has been overshadowed by increases in lab
oratory animal usage made possible by in
creases in the funds available for experi
mentation and testing , and in the number
of ways in whi9h animals are being used in
laboratories. · For example, animals now
are being used for various kinds of "psy
chological" or behavior experiments which
had not even been thought of a few years
ago. And many more commercial products
now are tested for safety in animal-using
laboratories than in past years .
It must be evident from the foregoing
that . the chief hindrance to progress . in,
this field has .been the attitudes of indi:...
vidual humanitar ians and animal lovers who
vary in their strongly-held views , from
the most adamant " all-or-nothing" anti
vivisectionists to the people who are
willing to take the scientists' word for
it that everything possible already is be
ing done to eliminate any suffering by
�aboratory animals.
Humane societies, knowing little about
this highly technical and complex subject ,
and not wishing to alienate potential mem
bers and contributors by conducting labo
ratory animal programs that would dis 
please them , mostly do not do anything .
So , the number of animals u sed, and of ex
periments and tests , continues to in
crease. Again, we find a highly important
category of animal exploitation left to
pursue its own way , partly because the so
cieties place the pursuit of new members
and contributions above actual accomplish
ment of a maj or humane goal .

P ET

ANIMALS

Here we come to a major category of an
imal usage about which it cannot be said
that no progress has been made. After
all , hundreds of humane societies operat
ing animal shelters , and many state , re
gional and national societies. have been
giving all or a large part of their at�en
tion to dogs and cats for many years.
But consider these facts : ( 1 ) The num
bers of dogs and cats involved, the num
bers of abandoned and stray animals , and
the numbers destroyed in shelters and
pounds have been increa_ s ing almost con":'
stantly. ( 2 ) The methods used in destroy
ing the millions of unwanted animals have
not improved , on the average, but may have
become more inhumane due to the increased
use of decompression, unsuitable gas cham
bers and new chemical injectables . (3) _
Urbanization has adqed to the difficulties
of providing pet animals with environments
which fit the natural tendencies of dogs
and cats to roam and
. enj oy natur·e .
To successfully tackle the problem of
pet animals , humane societies would have
to adopt or advocate various measures such
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All around the country there is renewed interest in pet animal control measures and
ordinances. A recent survey disclosed that a chief subject of complaints to mayors ,
city councilmen, county commissioners and administrative officials is pe� animals.
These complaints par tly represent protests over the depred�ti?ns of ro� in� dogs and
cats against private property, and their acts of both commis sion and em� ssi �n (excuse
the pun) on sidewalks and in public parkways. But many of these communications also
are on the side of the animals, protesting residential building rules against the k e� 
ing of pets, failure to pick up strays, inadequate or inhumane shelter or po�nd fac 7ili
ties, and failure to institute birth control measures to control the burgeoning pet
population.
" Both a result and a contributory cause of this interest in pet animal control mea
sures was the "National Conference on the Ecology of the Surplus Dog and Cat Problem,"
held in Chicago in May of 1974, and the follow-up conference _entitled the "National
Co:hference on Dog and cat Control," in Denver in February, 1976. Both · conferences were
sponsored and funded by the American Humane Association, the American Kennel Club, the
American Veterinary Medical Association, the Humane Society of the United States, and
the Pet Food Institute. Dr. Thomsen was invited to both conferences, and reported on
the first one in our Re.po.U No. 2 8 (June, 1974) ; This article will corrnnent on some im
portant aspects of the Denver conference.
Any conference sponsored by organiza
PET AN I MAL CONTROL MEASURES
tions with such divergent views as those
AND ORDINANCES
involved in this one, not to mention the
As readers of our Re.po.U to Hwna.n-i...taJz.,l
other societies represented by invitees,
a.n.6 No. 2 9 (September, 1974) know, after
is likely to give birth to little that is
extensive and intensive analysis of the
highly significant. One of the obvious
pet population explosion and measures de
obj ectives of both conferences was to
signed to get it under control, Humane In
avoid rocking the boat. Regardless, any
foi'n'.ation Services- has reached the defi
group of people placed in a room for a few
nite conclusion that the most effective ·
hours a·nd expected to come up with a keen
single .way to deal with this problem is - a
ly analytical report and significant rec
stringently-worded and enforced pet animal
orrnnendations on a controversial and com
control ordinance. In Re.po.U No. 2 9 we
plex subj �ct is not likely to satisfy any
presented a complete ordinance to fulfill
one, even under the best of circumstances.
this need.
But there is great value in merely ex
Objections to the proposed ord inance
changing information and views, and the
received by us since its publication are
conference was worth every bit of its cost
mainly that it is too "complicated," and
to the sponsoring organizations and those
that no municipality or county could be
who ci.ttended.
persuaded to pass it. That surely will be
The conferees were assigned to nine
true if humanitarians admit defeat before
workshops dealing with "Values and Limita
starting the campaign for adoption.
tions of Ownership," "Public Health and
Environmental: Problems , " "Regulations and
PET .AN I MAL .CON°rROL BOARD. .
Laws,"- "Enforcement and Prosecution," "An
AND AUTHORITY
imal Control Officers Training," "Repro
A feature of our suggested ordinance
duction Control (Chemical and Mechani
that draws immediate fire from nearly ev
cal) , " "Surgical Neutering Programs,"
erybody is its provision for establishing
"Prod uction and Supply," and "Education."
a Pet Animal Control Board, which. would
Doc attended the sessions dealing with
set up the control programs and particu
regulations and laws, and surgical neuter
larize the more general provisions of the
ing programs. However, by questioning
ordinance, under a delegation of authority
participants in the workshop on chemical
from the city council or county commis
and mechanical r eproduction control, he
sion. This Board also would oversee the
was able to obtain the latest information
administration of the ordinance, and of
in this field .
the Board ' s rules and regulations, by a
Pet Animal Control Authority which would
REPRODUCTION CONTROL
be independent of other local government
divisions.
Some of the research in the field of
As it now is in most communities, the
chemical reproduction control still is un
"dog ordinance" is under the j urisdiction
der heavy wraps, and Doc is not �t liberty of the local health department, the county
to disclose some really significant as
sheriff, the city police department or the
pects of these dev·elopments (so please
sanitation department. These people usu
don ' t write and ask ! ). Suffice to say
ally know little or nothing .about pet ani
that we are greatly encouraged by some of
mal control, pound operation, and means of
them , and hope that in another year or two
controlling the production of puppies and
we will be able to give you some highly
kittens. All they are interested in, usu
significant news.
ally, is preventing dogs from being a nui
The session on surgical neutering pro
sance to property owners, rabies control,
grams was the most potentially explosive
and collecting license fees sufficient to
one. It was chaired by Dr. Donald Price,
pay for the costs of performi�g these ru
exec utive vice-president of the AVMA, who
dimentary functions.
obviously was not about to let the work
We c laim that any city or county that
shop come up with any heavy endorsement of
realizes the seriousness of the problem
lo*-cost spay and neuter clinics ! A very
and understands the pros and cons of dif
effective spokesman fqr the veterinarians '
ferent forms of administrative control
viewpoint was Dr. Robert Slobody, a pri
will listen to a proposal such ·as ours.
vate-practice veterinarian from Richmond
Sometimes internal politics, job vrotec
Heights, Ohio (near Cleveland ) . Dr. H.
tion and fear of giving "those nutty ani
Donald Mahan, executive director of the
mal lovers" a voice in pet animal control
Southern California Veterinary Medical As
would prevent adoption of this form of ad
sociation , of Pico Rivera, California,
ministration, but certainly the latter is
gave a critical account of spay clinic ex
sufficiently important to warrant a deter
perience in Southern California. The case
mined effort to obtain it.
for spay c linics was ably presented by
Not only would the Pet Animal Control
Theodore J. Sorich, research coordinator,
Board , and the Authority operating under
Citizens for Low Cost Spay and Neuter
it, be responsible for enforcj_ng the law
Clinics, Forest City, California. Advo
regulating dogs, cats and other pet ani
cates of these clinics will find some good
mals including riding horses ; it would be
supporting evidence in his paper. When
responsible for enforcing a new , more mod
the general report of the conference is
ern set of anti-cruelty regulations autho
available, we will present in Re.po�.t, to
riz ed by the ordinance. As it now is, the
Hwna.ni.taJua.n.6 a summary of these papers
local humane society may . or may not have
and of the conference conclusions about
,f- 1, ,:::::i ,.:i ,::::u:d ro nr --F°1 1 nn c: f-'n ffl� ; nf- ;::, ; TI ::t ("'f nmnc-

even if it does, these officials must have
the cooperation of law enforcement offi-'
cials and magistrates, who must function
under archaic laws and law enforcement
provisions. Why should the humane society
have to stand the expense of this law en
forcement function, when other groups re
ceiving police and fire . protection do not?
- · The workshop on pet animal control mea
sures gave short shrift to this possible
feature of the "model ordinance" being
considered. People required to prepare
somethi�g after a few hours of delibera�
tion are unlikely to go for anything but
the "s imple" stuff.

PERMITS VERS US LICENSES

The heart of the HIS proposed ordinance
is : (1) issuing permits for individual
people, pet shops and others such as
breeders to own pet animals, rather than
licens ing individual animals ; (2) provi
s ions for a declaration of pet ownership
by all those owning pets, under severe
penalty for making a false . declaration,
coupled with payment accompanying the dec 
laration for each pet animal owned (simi
lar to declarations for various tax pur
poses).
The idea of licensing owners rather
than animals actually originated, we un
derstand, with the late Fred Myers, first
president of the Humane Society of the
United States, and has been weakly espous
ed by the HSUS through the years since
the�. Yet, the two representatives of the
HSUS present at this workshop apparently
were not aware of this, and seemed opposed
to the permit system. Since one of them
was chairman of the workshop, this put the
proposal at a disadvantage. The who�e
task of the workshop seemed to be to cross
the t ' s, and dot the i ' s, of the HSUS pro
posed ordinance which was published about
a year ago.
It is doubtful, however, that the per
mit system would have been well received
in any event; there were too many present
with a vest ed interest in retaining the
essential features of th� existing ordi
nances. But, for the benefit of readers
of this Repo.U who may not have grasped
the s ignificance of the permit system when
our suggested model ordinance was publish
ed in 1974, here are some of the advan
tages of the permit over a straight li
censing system :
(1) Responsibility for the animal ' s
condition and actions is placed directly
upon the owner, where it belongs , not upon
the animal.
( 2) With a straight licensing system,
if a dog is caught without a license or
rabies inoculation tag, it is impounded.
If the owner does not wish to pay the re
demption fee, buy a license arid have the
dog inoculated , he simply permits the ani
mal to go to the death chamber, and picks
up another from some neighbor with puppies
to give away, or from some other source.
This is no skin off the nose of the animal
owner. But under the permit system the
owner would be penalized for having an un
declared animal ( if declared, he already
would have been required to pay the li
cense fee and meet other requirements of
the ordinance, and otherwise can be prose
cuted for making a false declaration).
(3) There is an increasing desire to
bring pet shops under license and control.
However, merely licensing them to operate,
and trusting to the anti-cruelty laws to
bring compliance, may do l i ttle good. Un
der the owner-permit system, · pet shops
would be forced to make the declaration of
pet animals owned the same as any individ
ual owner, would have to pay the stiff
differential license fee for unsterilized
animals, and would be subject to the same
requirements for good care and treatment
of the animals as any other owner. The
pet shop would have to pay the license fee
for each animal it owned or sold during
the year, the same as an individual owner.
This would·· increase revenues for opera
tions of the control authority, and dis
courage the keeping and sale of unsteril
ized animal s, etc. The way it would work
may be illustrated by the common practice
of pet shops buying litters of kittens
from neighborhood children or adults, to
be sold for a few dollars each, thus add
ing to the supply of breeding pet §Jlimals.
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as cat 2icensing , large 2icense fee dif
ferentials for unster ilized versus steril
ized animals, .ownership permits rather
than simple licenses for the animals (see
article in this issue), public spay clin
ics or programs, really humane "euthana
sia," prohibitions on adopting out or
selling unsterilized animals, impoundment
of all dogs running loose, restrictions on
pet shops, puppy mills and hobby breeders,
and a host of other features of an effec
tive pet animal control program.
All of these features would .bring the
humane society, particularly if it oper
ates a shelter supported in part by a lo
cal government, into sharp conflict with
its sources of income. Some members and
contributors would be opposed to almost
any one of these measures. So, few if any
societies will adopt all of them, and most
will support only a few or none of these
improvements. They will tell you they
"can ' t afford at this time" to do it. Re
cently a city society operating a shelter
received a national award for excellence,
although it violates almost every one of
the foregoing principles, and in addition
has opposed efforts to encourage such �
program by the city pound!
so, again, the desire to maximize mem
bership and contributions overcomes the
wish to really do something about the pet
animal problem. For everyone concerned,
from shelter managers to breeders, self-'
interest from the financial standpoint
comes before the interests of the animals.

FURBEAR I NG AN I MALS

If you will read the humane literature
dealing with furbearing animals and trap
ping, you will see that quite a bit of it
dates back many years. Even before these·
protests extended to the United States,
British and Continental animal lovers had
been propagandizing against trapping.
Yet, despite some progress in those coun
tries, London remains the world capital of
the fur industry!
At one time fur trapping and trade was
a leading industry in North Amer ica, and
historians trace many important historical
developments to confl icts over the fur
trade. It is difficult to make quantita
tive comparisons over the years, because
of dissimilarities in estimating and re
porting methods, but it is doubtful that
there has been nearly as much of a decline
in fur trapping in North America as the
change in population, urbanization and
better employment opportunities for trappers might lead one to expect . The trap
per for "sport," the youth trapper , has
replaced the trapper who works for a l iv
ing in many areas, but the net effect has
been surprisingly small .
In any event, aside from any reduction
in trapping due to these conditions that
may have occurred, there has been little
or no change in the cruel impact of the
trapping methods used. The leghold traps
are as bad as ever.
In add ition to trapping, there has de
veloped a large industry known as fur
farming or ranching. These fur farms are
scattered from the outskirts of Boston to
the mountains of the Northwest, particu
larly in the Northeastern and mid-Western
states. Canada ' also has many of them �
They produce millions of pelts annually.
In Great Britain several years ago
there began a movement called " Beauty
Without Cruelfy," which includes among its
various programs a campaign to substitute
"fake" for natural furs. This movement
has spread to the United States. But
there is always a market for all of . the
fur pelts produced. Crusades to reduce
the wearing of furs can only affect their
production by reducing the demand for and
hence the prices of fur skins. So far,
such campaigns have not succeeded in mea
surably affecting the demand for pelts.
Most of those swayed by this propaganda
are not the type who would be buying furs
anyway.
Recently several wildlife org�niza
tions, principally Friends of the Earth
and Defenders of Wildlife, have joined
with several national humane societies,
including the Society for Animal Protec
tive Legislation, the Humane Society of
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ation for Huinane Legislation, to consider
alternative approaches to trapping legis
lation, and sponsored what is general ly
referred to as the Bayh-Anderson bill,
which was discussed in the January issue
of Hwn�ne LegLola.tion Vigv.,t, issued by
our sister society, NAHL.
Hearings . on this bill were held by a
Congressional committee in November. Hu
manitarians giving testimony were swamped
by a barrage of counter testimony from bi
ologists and others who presented a large
volume of pseudoscientific "£acts" and ex
pert opinions which made the testimony in
favor of the bill look like so much senti
mental anthropomorphizing by emotional but
poor ly-informed animal lovers. The bill
received short shrift under these circum
stances.
If real progress is to be made in com
batting the evils of the fur trade, a number of things must be done :
(1) The humane and wildlife societies
must do some research on their own, to
combat the pseudoscience of the fur trade
with more authentic biological supportive
evidence. But what humane society, other
than Humane Information Services, has been
willing to devote any sizable proportion
of its resources to research? Away back
in 1968 we suggested a program to deal
with the fur trade, but there "is no per
centage in it" for the societies to under
take such a thankless task. Contributions
can be much more easily eli� ited by con
tinuing to publish leaflets about the cru
elties of trapping such as the one spon
sored by the Society for Animal Protective
Legislation, Fund for Animals, Defenders
of Wildlife, Humane Information Services
and other organizations. Copies were dis
tributed by NAHL with the Humane Le.g,v.,la
t..lon Vig v.,t for January, 1976.
This leaflet was intended to motivate
readers of the Vig v.,.t. to write letters to
Congress in favor of the Bayh-Anderson
bill. Much to the surprise of NAHL, the
leaflet, rather than the excellent V..i.g e&t
itself judging by comments, produced more
contributions by far than any other mail
ing by NAHL, proving the contention of the
humane society fund .. raisers that only ap
peals to emotion will bring in the dol
lars. HIS got no such response to its
previously-published comprehensive analy
ses of the fur industry, although these
were much more constructive and practical.
( 2) It is imperative that a humane sub
stitute for the common leghold trap be de
veloped. Canadian humane societies al
ready have done a great deal of research
designed to develop a humane "killer "
trap. But none of these has been found to
be sufficiently humane, dependable, inex
pensive and practical in operation to jus
tify much faith in their eventual replace
ment of the leghold.
A modified leghold trap has been sug
gested by wildlife organizat ions in the
United States. This featu'.':"es " offset"
jaws which hold the leg of the animal, but
do not exert sufficient pressure to injure
the leg in most cases. ·To further prevent
injury, the jaws of the trap would be cov
ered by some soft, spongy material ; ordi
nary doorstop can be wound around the jaws
for this purpose, cheaply and rather easi
ly. The resulting trap has been called
the "Tender Trap. 11
There are two objections to this trap :
(1) Although not as expensive to manufac
ture as some of the killer traps, it does
involve trouble and some expense for ser
vicing by the trapper. (2) The greatest
cruelty of the leghold trap is not the ac
tual catching of the animal (trappers have
shown legislative committees that they can
place their f ingers in the trap and spring
it without injury) ; it is the attempts of
the animal to gain release by gnawing off
its own leg, and the struggle to free it
self which results in broken bones and
torn flesh and ligaments, and the slow
death from thirst, starvation and freez
ing-.
The latter obj ections to the ordinary
leghold trap apply to the "Tender Trap" as
well. But they could be eliminated by one
thing: · inserting in the padding on the
j aws of the trap a capsule containing a
sufficient quantity of a humane poison to
cause instant death. Development of such
a capsule would help to obtain a ban on

lator s would no longer be. able to claim
that such a ban would deprive people in
the fur trade of a livelihood. Humanitar
ians, of course, would still be opposed to
trapping as they are to. hunting, but the
terrible suffering of the trapped animals
would be mostly eliminated. The "Tender
Trap" would become a more efficient humane
killer trap which the Canadian societies
have been seeking for so long.
So, if humanitarians really want to do
something about trapping, other than con
tinue to denounce it as they have been do
ing for so many decades, they will support
societies which have a research program
under way to (1) furnish the basic biolog�
ical information necessary to successfully
combat the "scientific" testimony about
wildlife that has such a tremendous influ
ence on legislators ; (2) find an appropri
ate euthanasia agent, and a means of at-'
taching it to the "Tender Trap." HIS has
been doing its best, with very limited re
sources, to carry on such a program.
These two needs refer only to trapping.
But mil lions of fur animals, mainly mink,
are produced on fur farms, and involve
several features that need improvement.
Chief of these is the method of killing
the animal , which in many cases is inhu
mane. This also calls for research, in
which HIS has been the only humane society
engaged in this country.
This approach to the trapping prablem,
however, will never find much favor in the
humane movement, because it would not
elicit contributions as do futile cam
paigns against the buying of furs, or just
denouncing the leghold trap without offer
ing any constructive alternative. Qnce
again, the need for contributions and the
type of emotional propaganda to which hu
manitarians respond mitigate against real
progress in achieving a major humane goal.

RAT AND MOU S E PO I SONS

What people do to rats and mice puts in
the shade most of the other cruelties to
animals of which they are guilty. There
is a whole array of cruel poisons commonly
used to destroy untold millions of rats.
Right in your own city ther e is probably a
division of your local health department
which uses these inhumane methods of "rat
control." Yet, there is a. humane poison
available which has been described and
named in past issues of Repo/z:t to Hu.man,i.
ta.Ju.a.n.o •
It is just about impossible to stimu
late any interest in the subject, much
less a demand for reform. One of the
first comprehensive articles published by
HIS was on this subject, but the response
was pitifully small.
Humanitarians in droves will write let
ters protesting the spraying of blackbirds
in Kentucky, because this can be seen in
spectacular color on TV,., but never a line
about the hideous cruelties perpetrated on
rats everywhere. And they protest the use ·
of rodents in biomedical laborator ies, be
cause the rats and mice there usually are
white and clean. But an ordinary rat is
brown and supposed to be flea ridden and
dirty,. so do with him what you wil l, j ust
get r id of him!
Vermin, like snakes, incite little sym
pathy from animal lovers, who shudder at
the very thought of them. And since they
have never been tamed and used as pets,
people have no anthropomorphic reaction�
to them at all. So, they ignore or con
done any treatment of rats without even a
twinge of conscience. An article in a r'e
cent humane society publication describes
a snake owned by the executive director of
a large humane society shelter. The snake
"dines frequently on her favorite dish,
rats. ;' Now , if it were cats!
One of our mexr�ers in ° Thailand sent us
a really delightful story about how she
and her family had tamed a native brown
rat. We published her account in an early
issue of Re.poJz;t to HwnanUalu.a.nJ.i . But it
did not induce much response to. our pro
posals about making rat control humane,
and no other humane societies offered to
cooperate or do anything else to deal with
this humane problem.
And no wonder . We can think of few
worse ways to obtain new members and more
contributions than to come out with a pro
gram to el iminate the cruelties of rat
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control !
So, following the scent of the contrib
utor rather than the . solution of a major
humane problem, the humane movement again
demonstrated why there has been so little
progress in stopping the infliction of
suffering on animals.

HOPE FOR THE FUTURE

".,-:::.._,.:.

,

If Humane Information Services thought
that the record of the next hundred years
would be the same as for the past hundred,
we would be inclined to close up shop and
leave the members and contributions to
others. There is a certain amount of fun
and feeling of accomplishment in merely
being act ive in the humane movement. But
there are other ways of enjoying life with
less wear and tear on the nervous system.
. We continue our work because we see
some few signs of a change in the bas ic
conditions that have been responsible for
the lack of accomplishment in the past.
First, we encounter more and more indi
vidual humanitarians who _are greeting the
old shibboleths and ineffective programs
of the humane movement with a jaundiced
eye . They are reading our reports and
thinking, and lending more of their sup
port to constructive programs. From the
approximately 17 ,000 humanitarians on our
mailing list, whose names we received from
other like-minded humanitarians, we re
ceive a great many encouraging letters in
dicating that people constituting the
backbone of the humane movement are begin
ning to see the light.
Secondly, there are signs that a few
other humane societies are sincerely look
ing for a better way out of the present
mess, and that they put greater accom
plishment at least on a par with growth of
membership and contributions.
Among these is the Humane Society of
the United States, with which we maintain
friendly relations, at the s ame time not
hesitating to call a spade a spade. And
the Animal Welfare Institute and its s is
ter society, the Society for Animal Pro- ·
tectivE:J Legislation , cannot rightfu:t.ly bE:l
accused Of placing contributions ahead of
constructive programs , although we differ
with these societies to some extent re
garding priorities and what constitutes
the most feas ible laboratory animal legis
lation. There are some other less promi
nent societies which also seem to be put
ting accomplishment above fund raising .
We would be still more encouraged if
the national humane organizations could at
least agree to sit down around the table
and discuss amicably the foregoing and
other problems that can be . finally and
satisfactorily solved only if and when the
humane movement presents to �ts opponents

CONFEREN CE- FROM PAG E 5 ---

Under the permit system, the pet shop
would have to pay the license fee for each
animal so acquired., raising its cost by
several times over the present nominal
amount, and discouraging this traffic in
cheap kittens and puppies.
(4) The licensing of cats now is advo
cated by many of those seeking new ordi
nances, including the workshop. But it is
impractical and dangerous to make cats
wear collars or license tags, so enforce
ment becomes a farce. Under the permit
system, cats can be licensed as easily as
dogs, since they must be declared and the
license pa id for at time of declaration.
The penalty is not directed against the
cat, but at the owner.
(5) The real trouble with animal con
trol ordinances in the past has not been
, so much with the specific provisions at
taching to. the licensed animals, but with
enforcement. Responsible owners in "good"
neighborhoods have their dogs inoculated,
purchase licenses and suitable collars,
and if their roaming pet is caught pay the
fee for release and go on as before . But
in the neighborhoods where the most ind is
criminate breeding takes place, and the
dogs run in packs, licensing frequently is
ignored. By simply requiring all pet own
ers to make the declaration, failure to do
so being an automatic violation of the or..:I .! - - - - -

- · - 1- ..! - - .1..
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a more united front. We don't have to
agree on everything ·to work together on
many things.
In the . final analysis, however, real
accomplishment will come only when the in
dividuals who are members of and contrib
ute to 'humane societies are better inform
ed. The organizations at present will not
endanger their existence and growth by go
ing against the strong tides of emotion
and mis information whictt have influenced
the societies to take the course of least
resistance. They will adopt strong, well
planned and constructive programs only
when they believe their contributors want
it that. way.
That raises the old dilemma: Which
came first, the chicken or the egg? The
societies will not change until their mem
bers change. And the members will not
change until the societies take some risks
of offending members by providing the kind
of leadership that was sketched in the
third of this series of articles.
"Humane education, " about which so much
has ·been heard, - ordinarily is thought of
as meaning the education of others : the
general public, the· media, legislators and
children. But by far the most important
kind of humane education is that applying
to those who already are emotionally ded i
cated to helping the animals, but have not
been given the kind of humane education
that will permit them to pick and choose
among the societies which do or do not de
serve support, and among the humane pro
graIC'.s that are offered for their approval
or disapproval.
-This is the kind of humane education in
which Humane Information Services has been
chiefly engaged.. We will get to the gen
eral public later. If you agree with the
conclusions in this article, then you
should throw more of your support to Hu
mane Information Services. · If you don't
agree, then you may be able to find some
other society which meets the particular .
criteria you have in mind.

LETTERS AS K I NG US TO NAME NAMES

Since publishing the first in our se
ries of articles on · ri;-effs we have re
ceived many requests to give our opinion
of specific societies, or to puggest the
names of several societies we consider to
be worthy of contributions or bequests.
Even after explaining t_he reasons why
we are unable to name names, we get let
ters like the following : "Can't help but
- feel that you owe it to your readers and
contributors to give them some construc
tive suggestions to guide them in making·
future contributions. Are there any hu
mane organizations that merit approval-
which ones are they? r i d appreciate an
answer."
We sincerely wish we could help these
fied. A few test cases wherein ownership
of undeclared animals was proved, and thee
owners subjected to a stiff penalty, would
soon bring most of the offenders into
line. Florida owners of stocks and bonds
who formerly ignored the intangibles tax
on these securities now observe the law ,
make the required declaration of securi
ties owned, and pay the intangibles tax
with the declaration. Enforcement under
this system is an entirely diff_erent sto
ry. So would be enforcement of the permit
system for pet owners. As ide from the
fear of severe penalty for making a false
declaration, which works so well to make
most. tax returns honest, there are several
ways of checking up on declarers, includ
ing a pet census.
(6) By eliminating many deadbeats and
cheaters, the revenues from the permit
system would be far greater than those
from any straight licensing syS6'elII. These
revenues should not go into the general
fund, but be reserved ent irely for bearing
the expense of a greatly improved pet ani
mal control system and shelter or pound
facilities.
(7) The threat· of revocation of the pet
ownership permit in case of failure of the
owner to license and inoculate the covered
animals can also be used to make the owner
comply with regulations of the Control
Board specifying required housing, care
and treatment of the animals covered by

people by naming names.
That, as we said before, could get us
embroiled in lawsuits. If there is any
thing humane societies do not need, and
should avoid like poison, it is expensive
and generally futile lawsuits. One soci
ety that recently was unfavorably reported.
by the newspapers already is said to be
threatening lawsuits against the publica
tions involved.
This, however, is not the only or even
the main reason why we refuse to name
names. The main one is that we do not
wish to be unfair to any other society. A
statement that we think Society X is one
of the best of the national societies
might imply that Society Y or Z is no
good.
Still another reason is that any men
tion of a particular society might imply
that it is all good or all bad, when such
is not the case. If we thought that any
large general-purpose national humane so
ciety was not guilty in s ignificant degree
of the tendencies analyzed in this arti
cle, we would never have organized Humane
Information Services and even at this late
date would disband it and turn over our
assets to that other society.
So, all we can say to our readers who
demand more specificity is that in our
opinion you don't need a list of accept
able and non-acceptable societies, like
you would find in Co nJ.>wne/l. Re.pow if you
intended to buy a new washing machine.
You have Humane Information Services as a
viable, growing national socie�y that
meets all of the criteria upon which we
would base our judgments of any other society.
So, if you want our . opinion of other
national societies, just compare their
policies and programs, as indicated by
their publications, with those of HIS
which are given in these reports . "Doc , "
who was faced with the need for a similar
judgment when making out his will a decade
ago, concluded there were no societies
which met the criteria he considered most
important. So he j oined with Emily, who
had similar ideas, to form Humane Infqrrna
tion Services. All . of his permissible
yearly contributions go to HIS, and so
will his very substantial ·estate to pro
vide for employment of a competent succes
sor, already selected .
That should not be taken to imply that
no other societies are worthy of support.
A little help for the animals is better
than none at all. But why settle for a
little, when you can get so much by giving
to Humane Information Services? That is a
biased judgment , good friends, but so
would be any judgment we could give you of
other specific societies. In the last
analysis, it is a matter of whose bias you
are most willing to accept!
and malicious cruelty," with all of the
attendant arguments over word definitions
and conflicting testimony which now make
convictions so difficult to obtain. It
would be necessary only to show that the
owner violated the regulations, laid down
by the Board, which could be made much
more specific and conclusive than the nec
essarily vague wording of the anti-cruelty
laws and legal precedents.

NEEDED--NEW ATT I TUD ES

In short 1 the permit system can be used
to accomplish everything that a · straight
licensing system can, plus a lot more.
And it would be easier, not more difficult
to enforce.
The reason why city and county govern
ments, humane societies, health depart
ments, law enforcement officers and law
yers who write pet animal control ordi
nances ·continue to stick with the old ways
of doing things is that they have vested
interests to protect, and are afraid of
taking any steps which go even a little
way beyond existing enforcement parame
t�rs. They have never explored the possi
bilit ies of applying new ideas and broader
concepts of pet animal control to the
problem. That takes time and a real de
sire to improve conditions. The battle
will not be over in a few months or everi
years. But in the end, facts and common
sense will win out . That time would come
-
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L E T T E RS TO THE E D I TO R . . .
In 1r,e.c.ent mo nth6 we. have. 1r,e,c.e,i,v e.d a.n. u.n.M ua.l n.u.mbell. 06 fl.e..ai..f..y
e.xc. e.U ent le.t:teJUi to the. e.cLU:.ofl., a.n.d I/Jl6 h we. had 4oom 6oll. a.fl 06
them. But we. Welte. Mme.what .:ta.ke.n aba.c.k by one. membell. who thought
ou.ll. Report No. 33 (Sep.tembell., 1 9 7 5 ) de.voted .too mu.eh -o pa.ee. to
le.t:teJUi. · So we c.a.n.' t pleM e. ev e1r,ybody. Tlti..6 )-6-6 ue. :l,6 de.voted
fa.ll.g e.fy to the. .o ubj e.et Ofi !Up0 fi fi6 , a.bout Wh.i..c.h We. ha.ve ll.e.c.uved
muc.h ma.,U, and we. Welte. de..te.tun,i.,n.ed .to make .th.i..6 6, owz.th o.Jr;t.,£cte. the.
wt o ne. on. tha...t 6 ubje.c.t 6, 011. a long '.tun e.! 1.t v., -6u6 ,6,{,C{,e.n..tfy ..&n
poll..:ta.n..t to j u.6:Uotj 1r,e.a.di,ng ,i,n.
by even. the. mo6.t de..teJtm,Ln.e.d
a.dvoc.ate. 06 bJLe.vUy, Uk.e. the. 6oliowlng :

null.

WANTS "CONDENSATION"

"I always read your reports with great interest, being a life
long animal lover. If I were not, however, I doubt that I would
wade through eight big pages of solid writing.. . .How many of your
fine reports �re discarded o r skimmed through briefly because of
the apparent . mz..-- sive material? Wouldn't you ' get through' to
more people if y,Ju condensed your articles and included. some pic
tures ? The axiom 'a picture is worth a thousand words' might
well be heeded."--Donald H. Zarr, Hulmeville, Pennsylvania.

REPLY :

Su.ll.e., a c.o n.den.-6 e.d a.fl.tic.le. wh.lc.h v., too ,foc.omple..te. to g-lve. even.
a. JLud..iJne.ntlV1.ij undeJUi.ta.n.cUn.g 06 a c.omple.x .o ubj e.c.t wou.ld be. ll.e.a.d by
mo.Ile. pe.ople.- � bu..t wha...t good wou.-td U do ? We. would ll.a.thilc. have. a.
6e.w who .!Le.ad and un.deJUi.:ta.nd thar1. a. thou.6a.n.d who think the.y do.
Tha...t v., what HIS v., a.fl about--1;0 ple.a6 e 1r,e.a.d the. le.ad a.fl.tic.le. in.
th.i..6 ,l,6;., ue.. A6 nail. pic.twz.e.6- -the.q c.onvey Llttte. ate. n.o un.dell.
;.,tan.d-ln.g a& .the 1; u.bje.c..t. loll. example., a. p-lc.tu.ll.e. o& a Mbb-l.t in. a.
le.g hold bc.ap- - do e.6 that .tell the. 1r,e.a.de1t a.n.yth.ln.g at all a.bout .the.
c.ample.x.U-le.6 06 tJc.a.pp,i,n.g le.g-l-6.eatlon? What you a.dvoc.a.te. -l6 ex
ac..tlij wha...t humane. 6 oue.tie.6 hav e. ' be.e.n. do-ln.g 60!1.. a h.u.n.dll.ed yea.JU:,
o 6 -U.ttfe ptc.o gll.e.66 , M e.xpla.,i,n.e.d be the. le.ad a.ll.tic..R.e. Su.ll.e., that
kind 0 1) -6 ..tu. o-6 do e.6 a.ll.OU6e :the emO.UOn.-6 , but in :the.6 e. a.ll.e. n.o.t.
c.han.ne.le.d -liito c.o n.-6,t.Jtuc.:Uv e. and e.6 6 e.c..tlve. humane. ptl.agJr,a.mJ.i , n.o:t.h
.ln.g happe.n.-6 e.xc.e.p;t mo1r,e. c.o n..t!Ubu:t.ion.-6 6afl. :the humane. J.i ode..ty.
Report to Humanitarians -l6 n.ot de.6igne.d 6all. the. 0!1..din.all.lj n.e.W6 pa.pell. tc.e.a.deA, but 6 all. :t.ha-6 e. who alfl.e.a.dy a.ll.e. c.ommU.te.d .to ,:the. h.u.
ma.n.e. :tlte.a.:tment 0 6 arwnal-6 and n.e.e.d gUA..da.n.c.e. -ln. ma.k-ln.g .the.-lfl. e.66aw ptl.odu.c.:Uv e.. It v., cUfl.e.ete.d at mo1r,e .oaph-l-6:Uc.a..te.d 1r,e.a.deJUi
who IAXln..t to le.a.Jin, not ju.6..t have. the.ill. emo.tio YL6 -6.tunula..te.d. And

,
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we. n.a.te. :that you ll.e.a.d o u1r. 4e.pow "w.lt.h gll.e.a.t -ln..tell.e.6:t.." Vo you
al-6 a 6,ln.d " gtc.e.a.:t -ln..tell.e.6:t." -ln. the. bJUe.6 , " pu.M ye.at" t qpe. o 6 pub
Uc.a..tla n · 6 0 c.orrman£y &oun.d -ln the huma.n.e U:t.e/l.a.tufl.e.?

PLEASE RUSH !

"On January 15 I asked you to RUSH • • • 2 5 copies of 'Let Us
Live, ' (and) enclosed my check • • • Nearly four weeks have passed
and as yet I have not heard from you •. . .• Please let me hear from
your Service without further delay."--Ms. Elise Fullenlove, New
Albany, Indiana.

REPLY :

Yau.ll. fii.Jr..6.t le..t:teJt {l.k:Ui not Jte.c.e.-lve.d un;t,i__l Janua.ll.y 2 1 ._ TIVte.e.
day-6 la.teJt we. m<Lil.ed you the. c.apie.6 otc.dell.e.d . Ev-lde.n;tty you a.ll.e.
no:t Ve/l.ij · oa.m-lUa.fl. wlth :the. pol.ital J.i ell.v-lc.eJ Whe.n. ljOu.Jt -o e.c.and .R.e..t:t.ell. IAXt-6 Jte.c.uve.d, we. ,i,mme.cLla.:te.ly ma.Ue.d you a.no:t.heA pa.c.kage. bij
6fu:t.-c.i.MJ.i mail.
Humane 1n.0 01tmw.an. Se1tvir.e.6 -l-6 not a c.omme1tc.,la.l 01tga.n.iza..tla n.
.& eiling Mme.thing , 6tc.am wh.lc.h ijau c.an. expec..t .to Jtec.uv e. on.e.- da.y
.& ell.v-lc.e.. We. lo-6 e. man.e.y on :the.6 e. le.a.6fe..t.6 ,
ma.-llin.g and ha.nd.::
Un.g c.a.&t.6 Me. -lnc.lude.d. We. al-60 have. a. lc:t 06 athell. :t.Jiin.g-6 :to
do , 1.iame. a-6 wh.lc.h a.ll.e. e.ve.n mofl.e. ..&npoll..ta.n..t than ma.-lling pa.mp hle.u !
Uke, 6ofl. in.-6.:ta.nc.e., f..Vll.Lt:,{_n.g an.d ma.-llin.g the.6 e. tl.e.pow . We. 1te.gJte.t
to .oaij .that we a.ll.e !AX!.IJ be.hind -ln. 1z.eply-ln.g to many ..anpoll..tan..t c.om
mun.-lc.a.Uo n.-6 ;that de.6 ell.Ve a ptl.Omp.t ll.e.p.ty, aU.hau.g h we. watr.k we.e.k.
e.n.d6 and many e.v e.n.-ln.g.o w.lt.hau.:t pay. All o 0 :t.h-l-6 ha..o be.en. ex
pla.-ln.e.d -ln pa..o.t -l-6.ou.e.6 o 6 Report to Humanitarians. I 6 au.Jt me.m
be.M -ln.-6-l-6.t on ptl.Ompt an.-6we.M .ta oll.deJ'...o 601t p!Un..te.d mate/f...,{,al.6 ,
and even. :ta lWeJUi , .the.q 1.,1),[£1_ have. .to ptl.av-lde. M wUh mofl.e. 6u.n.d6
to employ a.ddWo n.al .o.:ta.6 6 , Meanwhile., ;., nippy £.e.tteJU, Uke ijOu.ll.6 ·
do n.o:t g o o v eA b,lg w.Lt.h Ernil.ij, au.fl. J.i e.c:Jl.e..ta.ll.ij-:tlte.a6 u.ll.ell., who v.,
c.a.ll.fl.y-ln.g a bac.k.- b1r,e.a.Ung load and at le.Mt .o hou.ld be a.ble. to e.x
pec..t c.oU!l.te.6 fJ an.d c.on.-6-lde/l.a..tlon Mom au.fl. c.o!Vl.e,o pande.n,t:J.,.
To ou.ll. of.hell. c.aMe.6 po ndenh , we. a66e1t au.ll. ;.,,ln.c.ell.e. fl.e.gfl.e..t.6 601z.
delay.&. In you hav e a de.a.dUn.e. :ta me.e..t, .e.e..t U6 kn.aw. Even. then
we. may be. late. in. fl.e.plij,ln.g. Same. o 6 ou.ll. wo1r,k c.a.nn.o.t be. po.6:tpo n.
e.d. Tha.n.k ijOU. l)Oll. !fOu.ll. pa..tle.n.c.e. and C.On.-6-ldeJr..a..tlan. •
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MEMOR I A L CONTR I BUT I ON S

R E C E N T H UMA N E L E G I S LAT I O N DEVELOPM E N TS

When some of the supporters of Humane Information Services (HIS) several years ago
inco:rporated the National Association for Humane Legislation (NAHL) as an entirely sep
arate non-profit, but not true-exempt organization to deal with humane legislation, it
was not something done for their
amusement. The Internal Revenue Service had been
getting increasingly concerned. with violations of its regulations re�t'l'.'icting political
and legis lative activities of tax-exempt societies. HIS was at an esp � cial disadvan
tage in this regard . With a relatively s mall income and budget, any ,:a gnificant expen
diture on legislation might have been a "substantial" part of its acth ities . so, the
fou,nders of NAHL went to a lot of trouble and s ome expense to form that organizatfon ,
and have continued to s end in the lobbying reports and income tax returns , and other
wise comply with the law. ·
HIS can, however, remain in compliance with the regulations by occasionally report
ing to its membe rs past events. relating to legislation.
NAHL has requested us to say that its January Vige.6 :t drew a much better response
than any of its past communications . It received sufficient funds to make up the defi
cit incurred in mailing that V,lg e.6:t, and to continue its lobbying work for the remain
der of the year. Hereafter, except on special occasions, the Vig e.6 :t will be sent only
to those who responded to the January issue in one way or another. NAHL wishes to
thank its members who responded s o generous ly to its appeal .
A representative of NAHL visited the
Congress in February, and found that let
many Hous e members are hunters, and were
te rs generated by the January V-lg e.6:t were
afraid
that provisions of the bill would
still coming in. The Agriculture Connnit
serve
to
infringe on hunte=s' rights. The
tee staff membe r to whom the letters to
bill
also
was opposed, _ directly or indi
Congressman Poage were turned ove� said
rectly,
in
whole or in part, by the us De
that already 150-200 letters had been re
partment
of
Agriculture and the US Depart
ceived, and they were still coming in at
ment
of
Justice.
The US Postal Service
the rate of about 15-20 per day. However,
obviously
_viewed
the
bill's provisions
Senators' legis lative assistants reported
with
distaste,
but
said
it did not oppose
very few letters, which made it difficult
passage.
for the NAHL representative to find spon
Particularly attacked were the provi
sors in the Senate for the humane slaugh
sions
of the bill relating to cockfight
ter. bill, now tied up in the House Commiting,
which
it must be admitted would be
tee.
very difficult to enforce. The re was some
THE FOLEY B I LL
evidence that opponents of the entire bill
The letters gene rated by the Vige.6.t
had, in Conunittee, inserted the cockfight
dealing with the Foley bill came at a very
ing section in the hope that it would re
opportune time, just before the Agricul
sult in the bi.11 being s ent back to Com
ture Committee reported out this bill for
mittee, thus effectively -killing the whole
conside ration by the full House, afte r it
thing. Congressman Foley announced that
encountered formidable opposition in the
he, too, recognized the difficulty of en
Committee. The NAHL representative was
forcing these provisions, and in an effort
present on t�e day this bill came up for
to prevent the bill from being killed on
debate and voting on the House floor.
the floor said he would offer an amendment
One would think that this bill, which ·
to remove the cockfighting provisions .
would result in greatly improved condi
However, although most of the floor
tions for transporting animals by air, es
discussion was against the bill, particu
pecially those consigned to pet shops by
larly the sections dealing with animal
puppy mills, would pas s with no opposi
fighting, when the final votes came even
tion. But the bill als o contained provi
the cockfighting provisions remained in
sions outlawing any interstate activities
the bill, which was pass ed by an over
s upporting dog and cockfighting, which
whelming vote • . It appeared from all of
brought much opposition, led by Congress
these circumstances that although many
man Symms, of Idaho, and other conserva
House members individually were against at
tive - members of the House, who also had
least tl)at part of the bill relai:-.ing to

own

• • • 1.,1),[£1_

be. fl.e.c.agn,£ze.d ,[n. the June. -l-6;.,ue.

the measure down. So, NAHL has good rea
son to believe that its January V.lge.-6:t
helped materially in obtaining this vote
for H.R. 5808, along with appeals for let
te rs made by the S ociety for Animal Pro
tective Legis lation and other humane orga
nizations.
The Senate had already passed a similar
bill, but not including the section deal
ing with animal fighting. The House pass
ed the Senate bill after first amending it
to substitute its version for the Sen
ate's. So, now the bill goes to a confer
ence committee of the House and. the Sen
ate , which will decide what to keep and
what to leave out. The cockfighting pro
visions, and possibly even the entire sec
tion on animal fighting, may be omitted
from the final version, unless lette rs
from NAHL. members and others persuade the
Senate confereep to accept the House ver
sion.
After the_ Foley bill is ironed out by
the House-Senate conference committee, and
the resulting bill is passed by both
branches of Congres s and sent to the Pres
ident, there is the definite possibility
of a veto, particularly if the cockfight
ing provisions are not removed by the con
ference committee. NAHL suggests letters
to the President urging him to - sign the
bill.

TH E HUMANE S LAUG HTE R B I LL

Congress, and particularly the Agricul
ture Committee of the House, has on 1ts
agenda a considerable number of complex
bills that are considered to have· a higher
priority than any humane legislation. It
may be that with this load of bills in the
hopper, the need for campaigning back home
in this election year, and the short time
remaining for actual consideration of leg
islation, Congres s will not get around to
doing s omething about humane slaughter.
Also, members of the Agriculture Committee
have told NAHL that they already have
spent a lot of time on. the Foley bill, and
humanitarians should not expect more than
one important humane measure in any single
session of Congress. However, NAHL found
a significantly changed attitude resulting
from the flood of letters generated by its
recent V-lg e.6:t., and it now can entertain
real hopes for the slaughter bill at least
in the 95th Congress. NAHL points out
that a9 hieving legislative goals takes

